Synopsis

Use this workbook to review the knowledge required by home care aides and practice the procedures you will be performing as a home care aide! Corresponding to the chapters in Mosby’s Textbook for the Home Care Aide, 3rd Edition, this practical study tool helps you understand and apply the material with fun activities and a step-by-step checklist for each procedure in the textbook. Written by home care experts Joan Birchenall and Eileen Streight, this workbook prepares you for the many situations you may encounter as a home care aide. Brief Situations in selected chapters help you apply the knowledge you have gained. Creative activities make studying fun with games such as crossword puzzles, word-finds, word completions, interpretation of images, and identifying incorrect items in images. Activities including matching, completion, and true/false help you understand and remember the material. Skills Competency Checklists allow you to practice each procedure in the textbook. Answers are provided for all questions.
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